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Navigate the Uconnect/USB menu and check the box next to Automatically download map updates as part of the system software update. That is the
only way that it can be done. There are many other updates that you can perform including updates to the map, firmware, and security. The software

will start and then run during the update. You can also choose to turn it off and let it run in the background while you drive and park. There are no
issues with safety of any kind so you can stop it at anytime. I went through a bunch of tutorials on what to do before asking the tech support guys to do

it for me. Let me start with the easy part. I opened the manufacturer navigation software (is this the company map update software). When the
Uconnect icon appeared I saw there were updates that were being downloaded. That was step one. Then I saw a password that I had to enter. I could

access that info from the manufacturer navigation software. Then I could select the software that was being downloaded. You are correct the other road
data is probably not compatible. I just upgraded the map and the windows driver to a more recent version, and I was able to download the software

using that. What is the problem? You do not need to worry about downloading the maps from the manufacturer's website. The system will allow you to
do that. However, you will not get map updates unless you choose to do it. The choice is up to you. You may want to check the Forums and/or the Help

pages. There is an entire section about map updates. You will probably find the information that you need there.
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i was wondering if any of you guys know how to update the maps on my 2014 dodge journey limited. i purchased it used from a chrysler dealer and
they told me that they had it updated with the latest software from chrysler. however, i can't find the 10 digit number anywhere on the dashboard,

which according to the dealer is supposed to be there. if there is no 10 digit number, then my vehicle is probably not running the latest software, and
that could mean it has been hacked. i'm still trying to find the code but no luck so far. has anyone been able to find the code? it's the only way to

update the map software. any help would be greatly appreciated! how do you update the map on the 2016 chrysler journey limited? i was told by the
dealer that i have to go to the chrysler website and enter in a 10 digit code that is located on the dash. no code is there for my unit. when i search the

chrysler website, there are no options for my unit. i have tried searching on the igo primo website, but there are no options for chrysler or dodge. i
would really appreciate help if you can provide it. thanks! i would like to update the navigation system in my 2016 chrysler journey limited. i have been
searching online for the code to update it, and i have been having no luck. my dealer says that i should enter the code on their website. however, i have
not been able to locate that code anywhere on the dashboard. i have tried on their website and on the igo primo website. i have tried searching on both

the chrysler and dodge site. i tried searching on the igo primo site because i thought i may have to go through that site to even try to find the code. i
have been searching for the code for about 3 days now and have not been able to find it. i would really appreciate any help i can get. 5ec8ef588b
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